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Introduction:  We use Lunar Orbiter Laser Altim-

eter (LOLA) topography data to revisit the depth (d)–
diameter (D) and central peak height (hcp)–diameter 
relationships for fresh complex lunar craters [1].  Early 
studies of lunar crater morphometry investigated d 
versus D for simple and complex craters using shadow 
lengths from Earth-based telescope and Lunar Orbiter 
IV images, and stereophotogrammetry from Apollo 
metric images [2-6]. The d-D relationship was de-
scribed by a power law, d = ADB.  Other studies inves-
tigated the morphology of the central peak, its height 
(hcp), diameter, area and volume, and how these quanti-
ties scale with crater diameter [7-12].  

With the exception of one earlier [13] and two re-
cent [14-15] studies, previous analyses have been im-
age-based due to the lack of absolute altimetric data of 
sufficient resolution to characterize crater topography. 
LOLA data allow investigations of the absolute topog-
raphy of lunar complex craters, and in particular can 
resolve the topography of central peaks.  

Dataset of Fresh Complex Craters: We used as 
our starting point a database of 8680 craters [16] and 
selected craters with reported ages that are Eratosthe-
nian (3.2-1.1 Ga) or younger.  We used a minimum 
crater diameter of 15 km: this excludes simple craters 
and includes some, but not all craters that have mor-
phologies transitional between those of simple and 
complex craters.  

We used Wide Angle Camera (WAC) monochro-
matic images from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
Camera to check that our selected craters are “fresh”. 
A crater was considered “fresh” if one or more of the 
following were observed: (1) impact melt on the crater 
floor and ejecta facies, (2) a well-defined crisp crater 
rim, (3) well-defined fault scarps on the crater walls, 
and/or (4) rays in the ejecta blanket. In addition, fresh 
craters needed to show no evidence for any of the fol-
lowing: (1) subsequent impacts in the interior or on the 
rim, (2) superposed ejecta from a nearby, younger 
crater, (3) an irregular shape, (4) post-impact volcanic 
fill, or (5) post-impact tectonic deformation.  

The resulting 111 craters span the diameter range 
15–167 km and are well-distributed geographically. 
We used the WAC images to classify each crater as 
complex or transitional. Both types exhibit terraced 
walls, but complex craters also exhibit clear central 
peaks protruding through the melt sheet. We identified 
the terrain impacted by each crater as mare, highland, 

mare-highland border, or South Pole Aitken Basin to 
allow investigations of variations in crater morphology 
with terrain type. 

Topography Analyses: We characterized crater 
topography using the 512 ppd LOLA gridded dataset, 
and ensured that the 512 ppd (versus the 1024 ppd or 
the Reduced Data Records) grid has sufficient resolu-
tion for our analyses.  

For each crater we estimated the rim and floor ele-
vations, and their respective uncertainties. We first 
identified regions of impact melt in the WAC image, 
and used the topography of these regions to character-
ize the floor elevation. To characterize the rim eleva-
tion we used the GDR topography within an annulus 
bounded by 0.98D and 1.05D. 

For the rim and floor regions we produced histo-
grams of elevation, binned in 10 m intervals. We took 
the elevation characteristic of the floor (hfloor) to be the 
average of the modal (hmode) and minimum (hmin) ele-
vations and assigned an uncertainty of (hmode-hmin)/2.  
Similarly, we took the elevation characteristic of the 
rim (hrim) to be the average of the modal (hmode) and 
maximum (hmax) elevations and assigned an uncertain-
ty of (hmax-hmode)/2. The crater depth, d, is the differ-
ence in floor and rim elevations, with an uncertainty 
equal to the square root of the sum of the squared un-
certainties for the rim and the floor. The 10 m histo-
gram bin width is greater than the vertical precision of 
the LOLA data, such that each bin contains many 
measurements, but is much smaller than the resulting 
uncertainty in the crater depth.  We confirmed that our 
results are insensitive to the exact choice of bin width. 

Of the 111 craters, 80 display central peaks charac-
teristic of complex craters. The central peak height was 
calculated by taking the difference between the maxi-
mum elevation of the central peak and hfloor. Uncertain-
ties in the central peak height were assigned as the 
uncertainty in hfloor; as these are much smaller than the 
variability in hcp they were not used in our analyses.  

Results: Our d-D results (Figure 1) show two 
trends consistent with earlier work. First, crater depth 
increases with increasing diameter.  Second, complex 
craters on highland terrain are deeper than those on the 
mare terrain.  Uncertainties in crater depths are domi-
nated by variations in the crater rim height.  The larg-
est variations in rim height, and hence the largest un-
certainties in our crater depths, are associated with 
craters that have impacted terrain with variations in 
pre-existing topography (e.g., highlands/mare bounda-
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ries).  These craters exhibit histograms of rim eleva-
tions that exhibit a broad spread of values, and this is 
captured in our estimate of crater rim uncertainty and 
hence depth uncertainty. 

 
Figure 1. Log-log plot of depth (d) vs. diameter (D) for fresh 
young craters (symbols described in legend).  Vertical gray 
bars denote depth uncertainties.  

 
We performed a linear least squares regression in 

log-log space, to obtain power law relationships of the 
form d = ADB for complex craters on the mare and on 
the highlands. We determined the constants A and B, 
their 95% confidence intervals, and the root mean 
square misfit of each model to the corresponding data. 
Transitional craters were not included in the fits, so our 
models are strictly for young, fresh complex craters. 
Depth-diameter relationships for highland and mare 
complex craters are given by d = 1.558D0.254 and d = 
0.870D0.352 respectively. The mare-highlands d-D dif-
ference is significant at the 95% confidence level.   
The South Pole Aitken population is consistent with 
the fits for the highlands craters. As expected mare-
highland border complex craters have depths that range 
between those of mare and highland craters. 

 
Figure 2.  Log-log plot of central peak height vs. diameter 
for complex craters with D < 100 km (3 with D > 100 km not 
shown).  Symbol color and type as in Figure 1.  Dashed lines 
show best-fit power law relationships for highlands (green), 
mare (red) and all (black) young, fresh complex craters.  

Central peak height also increases with increasing 
crater diameter (Figure 2). The central peak heights of 
mare craters are lower on average than those of high-
land craters over the same diameter range and this dif-
ference increases with increasing crater diameter. 
However, central peak heights show substantial varia-
bility at any given diameter, and this, combined with 
the small number of mare craters, means that a larger 
data set is needed to confirm terrain-type differences in 
the mean hcp-D relationship. 

Discussion and Summary:  Complex craters on 
both the mare and the highlands are significantly deep-
er than previously reported for each terrain type [5], 
and the d-D power law exponent for highlands craters 
is also significantly less than previously published. We 
compared our data set with that of [5], and infer that 
the differences result from the inclusion of transitional 
and older and/or modified craters in previous work 
and/or limitations of the stereophotogrammetric and 
shadow-length data sets used in previous studies. In 
contrast, our depth estimate at Hausen crater is in ex-
cellent agreement with that in another recent study [13] 
and hcp estimates in the two studies agree to within 1%, 
providing confidence in our results. 

We suggest that the differences in mean d and hcp 
as a function of crater diameter for highlands and mare 
craters result from differences in bulk physical proper-
ties of the terrain types. In particular, the more frag-
mented and porous megaregolith may allow the for-
mation of deeper craters with larger central peaks in 
the highlands compared with those in the mare. Differ-
ences in layering in the target terrain may also contrib-
ute to differences in final crater morphology.  We sug-
gest that variations in d	  and	  hcp	  at any given diameter 
for either mare or highlands terrain may reflect the 
effects of variations in impact parameters.  
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